**Announcement:** We are pleased to announce the implementation of the TARA system-to-system (S2S) submission module for Grants.gov proposals. The software supporting this module, Cayuse 424, is live in Kuali Coeus (KC) starting today, Thursday, March 5th; however, **training is required prior to using the S2S feature.** S2S training for Principal Investigators and Research Administrators will be conducted by school from March through June, consistent with the below schedule:

- March-April: Keck
- April-May: Viterbi, Dornsife
- May-June: Annenberg, Architecture, Cinematic Arts, Gerontology, Dramatic Arts, Fine Arts, Law, Marshall, Ostrow, Pharmacy, Price, Rossier, Social Work, Thornton (order will be finalized in consultation with each school)

Until training for your Unit is completed, continue to use the [Create Proposal link](#) to initiate all proposals, including routing and approvals. **Please do not use Create Proposal for GRANTS.GOV Opportunity link.** When beginning a proposal in KC, users will receive a message reminding them that prior training is required in order to use the “Create a Proposal for Grants.gov Opportunity” link.

The TARA team is currently working with each School to determine the optimal approach and timeline for training PIs and Research Administrators. The training will be approximately 90 minutes and will include details regarding workflow, Grants.gov proposal development and submission. This module supporting S2S submissions for Grants.gov is an exciting addition to the TARA suite. We look forward to expanding the TARA system and bringing this new functionality to you.

The TARA Project Team